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February 2 1, 1986 

The Honorable James A. Baker, III 
The Secretary of the Treasury 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

We have reviewed the progress made by the African Development Bank 
in establishing an independent program and project evaluation system. 
This letter presents our recommendations and summarizes our findings 
and conclusions, which are set out in detail in appendix I. 

We previously reported on the establishment of evaluation systems in 
the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the Asian 
Development Bank (see app. 11). Evaluation systems are important for 
keeping member governments and management of the banks informed 
as to whether the banks are meeting their objectives efficiently, econom- 
ically, and effectively. As we have stated in the past, while the views of 
management and operational staff must be considered in developing 
evaluation plans and in conducting evaluations, evaluation systems 
should be independent from management, so that facts can be consid- 
ered objectively and unbiased judgements formed in performing evalua- 
tions and reaching conclusions. We believe that the time is now 
appropriate to initiate steps to bring about a fully independent review 
and evaluation system in the African Development Bank. 

The lJnited States has important overall political, strategic, economic, 
and humanitarian interests in Africa which it pursues in p;trt through 
participation in the African Development Bank. The level qf US. partici- 
pation is viewed by many in Africa as a gauge of US. suppqrt for the 
development objectives of African countries. The Bank is t$e preemi- 
nent regional institution for addressing Africa’s long-term economic 
crisis. Therefore, the United States and other non-regional bembers seek 
to strengthen the Bank’s capability to deal with Africa’s critical devel- 
opment problems. 

The United States has subscribed $369.7 million of the Bank’s capital 
over 5 years. This represents 6.6 percent of total capital and 17 percent 
of non-regional subscriptions. The United States has also provided $325 
million to the African Development Fund, an affiliate of the Bank. 
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Evaluation and U.S. 1J.S. operational objectives focus on the improvement of Bank opera- 

O$wational Interests in 
tions, including better management of its expanding loan portfolio 
which by the end of 1984 reached a cumulative total of 776 loans 

the Bank amounting to $6,660 million. An effective evaluation system is an inte- 
gral part of these objectives. Evaluation seeks to examine ongoing and 
completed projects and operations so that Bank management, governing 
bodies, and member governments can be apprised of the results and the 
lessons learned can be applied to new projects and programs and the 
revision of Bank policies and procedures. U.S. technical assistance has 
been and continues to be provided to the Bank to improve its operations, 
including its evaluation system. 

From 1968 through 1984, the U.S. Agency for International Develop- 
ment has provided over $13.4 million in grant assistance to develop spe- 
cific projects for the Bank and to strengthen its ability to manage those 
projects. The Agency plans to provide an additional $15 million in grant 
aid for the balance of this decade to further enhance the Bank’s institu- 
tional capacity to manage its ever-enlarging portfolio of development 
projects. I 

Part of this assistance package has focused on improving the Bank’s 
system of evaluation. An Agency funded study of that system in 1982 
showed the need to develop a more comprehensive and independent 
evaluation system with a direct line of reporting to the Bank’s Board of 
Executive Directors. The study pointed out the relevance of such an 
independent system to improving project and program management 
through objective assessment of ongoing and completed Bank-financed 
activities. An evaluation expert is being funded by the Agency to assist 
in further developing the evaluation system. 

Achievements in the 
Bank Evaluation 

b 

Since its establishment in late 1980 as a division within the Department 
of Planning and Research, the Evaluation Division has continued to take 
steps which we believe represent significant progress toward a more 
effective evaluation system. It has (1) better defined its roles and ‘oper- 
ating procedures, (2) developed a more comprehensive system encom- 
passing ongoing as well as completed Bank activities, (3) improved its 
evaluation data collection, and (4) more widely disseminated the results 
of its work. Through 1984 the Division issued 23 reports. For 1986 it 
planned to complete and/or initiate 23 additional reports covering Bank. 
financed projects in agriculture, development finance companies, public 
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utilities, education and health, transportation and such operational pro- 
gram concerns as project implementation delays and recurrent cost 
financing. 

Further Progress 
Depends on a More 
IndeQendent 
Evalyation System 

I 
/ 

While the Division has made important progress since 1980 its position 
as one component of the Department of Planning and Research means 
that it cannot readily control its resources or develop its own working 
procedures independently of Departmental or higher Bank management. 
This had led to the following constraints to a more fully effective Evalu- 
ation Division. 

l It does not have full control over the use of its staff, which has been 
used for non-evaluation purposes, compounding problems stemming 
from the Division’s overall shortage of staff and the shortage of exper- 
tise in certain specialized areas of Bank lending, such as telecommunica- 
tions. As a result, the completion of several evaluations during 1982, 
1983, and 1984 was delayed. 

0 Its lack of a direct line of reporting to the Board of Executive Directors 
does not ensure an objective approach to evaluation results and has led 
to delays in issuing reports to the Board. Objectivity needs, to be insured 
by making the evaluation system independent of Bank management and 
responsible directly to the Board, a basic tenet of the Comptroller Gen- 
eral’s Audit and Reporting Standards. 

l It has not exercised control over nor developed an evaluation report rec- 
ommendation follow-up system to keep the Board and Bank manage- 
ment systematically apprised of the effect of evaluation results on Bank 
operations. We found that for 8 of 19 evaluation reports, Rvaluation 
Division personnel were unaware of what, if any, actions were taken on 
report recommendations by the operating divisions. Subsequent to our 
fieldwork, Evaluation Division officials proposed to remedy the situa- 
tion by clarifying Bank responsibilities for follow-up and by preparing 
status reports to the Board through the President. 

Conclusion Bank management and the Board of Directors have increasingly recog- 
nized the need for creating a more fully independent review and evalua- 
tion system. Bank management has recently been considering forming a 
central evaluation unit to report directly to the President of the Bank. 

j /, 
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We believe now is an appropriate time to initiate those additional steps 
which would make such a system a reality. We believe that the evalua- 
tion system should eventually be fully independent of Bank manage- 
ment and responsible directly to the Board of Executive Directors and 
through them to the Board of Governors. This would be in accordance 
with the Auditing and Reporting Standards recommended by the Comp- 
troller General in prior reports on the evaluation systems of the other 
multilateral development banks (see app. II.). 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of the Treasury instruct the U.S. 
Executive Director to propose that the African Development Bank’s 
management and Board of Executive Directors 

l as an interim measure, establish the Evaluation Division as a central 
evaluation unit under the President of the Bank, but with a direct line of 
reporting to the Board of Executive Directors, and 

. consider the eventual establishment of a fully independent evaluation 
unit attached directly to the Board of Executive Directors. 

Agency Comments In commenting on a draft of this report, the Department of the Treasury 
agreed that the Bank should move toward establishing an increasingly 
independent evaluation system which should eventually be attached to 
the Board of Directors. Additional comments on operational aspects of 
the Bank’s evaluation system were offered by the Agency for Interna- 
tional Development. These comments and our evaluation are in 
appendix III. 

As you know, 31 USC. 8720 requires the head of a federal agency to 
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommendations to I, 
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the House Com- 
mittee on Government Operations not later than 60 days after the date 
of the report and to the House and Senate CommitteeS on Appropria- 
tions with the agency’s first request for appropriations made more than 
60 days after the date of the report. 

I 
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Copies of this report are being sent to the Committees cited above; the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, House Foreign Affairs Committee; 
House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs; and the 
Director, Office of Management and Budget. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C. Conahan 
Director 
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Letter Report 

hppendixes Appendix I: Independent Evaluation Needs to Be 
Strengthened in the African Development Bank 

Appendix II: Prior GAO Reports on Independent 
Evaluations in the Multilateral Banks 

Appendix III: Comments From the Department of the 
Treasury and The Agency for International 
Development 

Table I. 1: Evaluation Division Reports 

8 

23 

24 

/ 1 

Tkble 14 

Abbreviations 

AFDB African Development Bank 
AID Agency for International Development 
GAO General Accounting Office 
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Apyondix I 

Independent Evaluation Needs to Be 
Strengthened in the African Development Batik 

Babkground The African Development Bank Group consists of the African Develop- 
ment Bank (AFDB), the African Development Fund, and the Nigeria Trust 
Fund. 

The AFDR was organized, capitalized, and operated entirely by its 
African member countries until December 1982, when non-regional 
members were admitted. The IJnited States formally joined the Bank in 
February 1983 under the authority of Public Law 97-36, ‘which included 
a U.S. subscription of $369.7 million to the Bank over 6 years. U.S. sub- 
scriptions represented 6.6 percent of total AFDB capital and 17 percent of 
non-regional subscriptions as of September 30, 1986. 

The African Development Fund was organized in 1973 as the conces- 
sional lending affiliate of the Bank, lending only to the poorest African 
countries. Unlike the Bank, the Fund was open to membership of non- 
African countries from its beginning. The United States joined the Fund 
underPublic Law 94-302 !in November 1976, and through fiscal year 
1986 has provided $326 hillion in contributions. The US. voting power 
as of September 30, 1986, was 6.61 percent of total voting membership. 
The U.S. plans to contribute $225 million to the fourth replenishment of 
the Fund to cover fiscal years 1986-1988. Under this plan, the United 
States will become the single largest contributor. 

The Nigeria Trust Fund was established by an agreement between the 
AFDB and the Nigerian government in February 1976 and its resources 
are wholly contributed by the government of Nigeria and administered 
by the Bank. 

The U.S. Executive Director is the focal point through which the United 
States exercises its role in the Bank. The Director receives instructions 
from the Secretary of the Treasury, who has primary responsibility for 
managing U.S. interests, with the assistance and advice of the National 
Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Policies and 
the Inter-Agency Working Group on Multilateral Assistance, of which 
the Agency for International Development is a member. 

Evaluation As a 
Coxnponent of U.S. 

s to Itiprove 
Management 

The United States has important overall political, strategic, economic, 
and humanitarian interests in Africa which it pursues in part through 
participation in the AFDR. Many in Africa view the level of 1J.S. partici- 
pation as a gauge of U.S. support for the development objectives of 
African countries. Since the AFDB is the preeminent regional institution 
for addressing Africa’s long-term economic crisis, the IJnited States and 

/ r “” 
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Appendix I 
1,ndependent Ewkation Needs to Be 
Strxmgthetwd in the AMcan 
IhwcJopment Bank 

other non-regional members seek to strengthen its capability to deal 
with critical development problems. The U.S. Agency for International 
Development (AID) has provided and continues to provide technical 
assistance to improve AFDB operations, including its evaluation system. 

Through AID, the United States provided over $13.4 million in technical 
assistance grants to the AFDB during fiscal years 196884. Another $15 
million in technical assistance is planned for fiscal year 1986 through 
the end of the decade. 

The purpose of this assistance is to help the MDB strengthen its institu- 
tional capacity to develop and manage an enlarged and improved port- 
folio which by the end of 1984, reached a cumulative total of 776 loans 
amounting to $6.6 billion. U.S. assistance is intended to address the fol- 
lowing areas of long-range concern to the Bank. 

Developing a substantive staff training program to meet specific staff 
needs; present training has not been able to keep pace with development 
needs, according to AID. 
Improving the information management computer system, particularly 
for project and financial management. According to AFDB officials, the 
computer purchased under prior technical assistance has been signifi- 
cantly underused. 
Streamlining project identification, preparation, appraisal, and manage- 
ment; the preparation of consistently high-quality projects remains a 
problem, according to AID and Treasury. 
Improving the ability to conduct effective evaluations of projects and 
other analyses of operations; AID noted that this activity has received 
relatively low priority vis-a-vis other operational imperatives. 
Developing the capability to conduct meaningful policy dialogues with 
member countries; the Bank recognizes the necessity of being prepared 
with assessments and recommendations on borrowing-country policies 
which affect development, 

To promote institutional and professional development, $7.7 million of 
the U.S. program will finance a mix of short- and long-term technical 
experts to assist in project work and country/sector studies. This will be 
complemented by assistance for training programs and partial funding 
of necessary commodities. 

The U.S. program will also provide about $7.3 million for a number of 
project studies, including eight major pre-investment studies -two 
annually for the first 3 years, and one annually for the following 2 
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Independent Evaluation Needs to Be 
Strengthened in the African 
Development Bank 

. 

. 

. 

years. However, if the studies can be obtained at lower cost, AID contri- 
butions to additional studies may be programmed. It is envisioned, how- 
ever, that the need for this type of assistance will lessen in future years 
as AFDB contributes a larger share of the funding. 

It is noteworthy that, consistent with the priority objectives of this tech- 
nical assistance project to improve selected areas of program and project 
management, the AFDB officials specifically requested that AID fund a 
full-time expert for 2 to 3 years to help the Evaluation Division improve 
the quality and quantity of evaluation reports and to make the evalua- 
tion system more responsive and supportive of Bank needs. This request 
stemmed from an AID-funded assessment of the evaluation system in 
1982 which stated that, “evaluation concepts need to be instilled 
throughout the Bank” and that “policies, procedures and actions . . . be 
reviewed periodically to ensure their continued relevance and to deter- 
mine if the state of the art has progressed sufficiently to suggest more 
effective or more efficient policies or procedures for the Bank’s 
operations,” 

The report recommended a number of actions to improve the evaluation 
system, including 

a more comprehensive evaluation system focusing on current as well as 
completed projects and programs; 
a direct line of reporting to the Board of Executive Directors; and 
a more independent central evaluation unit to ensure objectivity in 
reporting. 

AID has agreed to fund an evaluation expert to assist in this process and, 
as of August 1986, AFDB had initiated procedures to recruit this expert 
according to the U.S. representative. b 

U.S. officials and AFDB management view evaluation as an integral com- 
ponent of efforts to improve Bank operations. 

We made this review to assess the progress made by the African Devel- 
opment Bank in establishing an independent evaluation system which 
would keep member governments and AFDB management informed as to 
whether the Bank is meeting its objectives efficiently, economically, and 
effectively. 
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Appendix I 
Independent Evaluation Needs ta Be 
Strengthened in the African 
Development Bank 

We have previously reported on the establishment of similar evaluation 
systems in the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and 
the Asian Development Bank (see app. II.). These institutions are 
outside the audit authority of any single member government. Their 
evaluation units are a principal means for providing independent assess- 
ments of their operations to all member governments as well as to bank 
management. 

Because the African Development Bank is outside our audit authority, 
we did not examine its operations. However, with the assistance of the 
U.S. Executive Director, we received excellent cooperation from Bank 
officials and received a detailed account of their evaluation system. The 
U.S. Executive Director also provided access to executive directors from 
other countries. 

Our fieldwork was conducted at AFDB headquarters in Abidjan, Ivory 
Coast, during March and April 1986 and included interviews with var- 
ious Bank officials and review of pertinent documents. We also inter- 
viewed officials from the U.S. Department of the Treasury and the 
Agency for International Development in Washington, D.C., and in 
Abidjan. Our discussions with Bank and US. government officials 
addressed the (1) scope of the evaluation system, (2) contents and use of 
evaluation reports (3) potential areas for improvements in the evalua- 
tion system, and (4) role of U.S. technical assistance to the Bank. Using 
a case study approach we examined evaluation reports that had been 
issued as of the date of our fieldwork to ascertain the methods, stan- 
dards, and procedures for conducting evaluations. 

We made our review in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. 

980 and since the 

eving an Effective 
Evaluation System 

actions to enhance 
its work. It has (1) given greater definition to its roles and operating 
procedures, (2) developed a more comprehensive evaluation system 
focusing on current problems as well as completed projects, (3) 
improved methodology for collecting evaluation data, and (4) taken 
steps to disseminate evaluation results within the Bank Group. 

The Evaluation Division has also increased training for its staff and 
increased contact with the evaluation units of other international and 
bilateral development organizations, including the World Bank and the 
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Appendix I 
Independent Evaluation Needy to Be 
Strengthened in the African 
Development Bank 

Inter-American and Asian Development Banks, the Canadian Interna- 
tional Development Agency, and the Expert Group on Aid Evaluation of 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 

Defining the Evaluation The evaluation function was started on a small scale in 1977 as a unit 
within the Policy Planning Division. Three employees were assigned to 
the Unit. During late 1980 the Bank Group was reorganized and evalua- 
tion was elevated to divisional status within the Department of Planning 
and Research. The Division’s responsibilities were to examine and assess 
the results and impact of projects implemented with funds provided by 
the Bank and its affiliates and to submit evaluation reports on com- 
pleted projects. 

Subsequent to its formation, the Evaluation Division prepared a report 
which defined its roles and responsibilities by interpreting the statutes, 
administrative instructions, and management studies which institution- 
alized evaluation as a formal Bank activity. The report also identified 
the different forms of evaluation, criteria for evaluation, and evaluation 
work programs and staffing for 1981-83. 

In 1984 the Evaluation Division updated this report and further refined 
evaluation functions and documented guidelines and procedures for 
evaluation, including methodologies and the processes involved in imple- 
menting evaluation activities within the Bank. In November 1985, Divi- 
sion officials stated they planned to submit this document in the near 
future to the President and the Board of Directors as official guidelines 
and procedures for evaluation activities. The report proposed that the 
Division’s role and purposes be refined to reflect its potential as a key 
management device for directing and improving ongoing and future 
activities. The report, in distinguishing between the AFD~ audit and eval- 
uation functions, noted that the former would focus mainly on financial 
management aspects of lending while the latter would go beyond that to 
deal with socioeconomic, technical, and other aspects. The principal pur- 
poses of evaluation were summarized as follows. 

. To verify the relevance, effectiveness, impact, and efficiency of AFDB 
activities in order to permit well-founded decisions. 

. To provide information for selecting alternative courses of action as 
deemed necessary. 

. To identify lessons of experience which can be fed into current and 
future activities. 
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. To provide accountability to owners of the institution, donors and recip- 
ients, for better use of resources. 

To fulfill these responsibilities, the report describes several different 
forms of evaluations that could be conducted, including project evalua- 
tions such as interim, project completion, impact, and post-evaluations 
covering single projects, sectors, and program loans. Another category 
includes operational/program evaluations which cut across project lines 
to address such functional concerns as project implementation delays or 
financing of recurrent costs or overall AFDB programs in a country. 

--~_ 

A MC 
Evall 

Detailed project-related evaluations are conducted to use lessons learned 
to improve the design and implementation of current and future 
projects. Operational/program evaluations are conducted to enhance 
operating procedures and practices and overall operations in selected 
member countries. 

The different forms of evaluations will vary as to when in the project/ 
program cycle they are undertaken as well as in their scope, approach, 
and methodology. 

The report sets up a two-tiered evaluation system addressing the types 
of reports for which the operating divisions and the Evaluation Division 
would be responsible. The first tier consists of self-evaluation by the 
operating divisions through interim evaluations and project completion 
reports. The second consists of reviews of those self-evaluations by the 
Evaluation Division, which would also be responsible for special studies 
of an operational/program nature and for monitoring the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the evaluation system. 

I- I 

)e 

L U 

! Comprehensive 
tion System 

The majority of the work of the Division has been concentrated on pro- 
ject post-evaluations. The 23 reports issued to the Board through 1984 
included 18 post-evaluations, 2 interim evaluations, 2 sector studies, and 
one special evaluation report. In 1985 the Division plannod to initiate 
and/or complete studies on delays in project implementation, problems 
in recurrent costs and an emergency loan to one country, and 20 project 
post-evaluation& The emphasis on post-evaluations can be attributed to 
a variety of factors including the 

l administrative instruction that established the Division’s responsibili- 
ties, which explicitly stated that post-evaluations were to be conducted, 

. scarcity of evaluation staff, 
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Appendix I 
Independent Evaluation Needs to Be 
Strengthened in the African 
Development Bank 

. newness of the Evaluation Division, 

. project-oriented role of the AFDB, and 
l urgent need to document lessons learned. 

Evaluation Division officials told us that as the evaluation function 
evolves, greater emphasis will be placed on conducting several different 
types of evaluations. 

Table I.1 shows the reports issued by the Evaluation Division to the 
Board of Executive Directors through 1984 and those planned for 1985. 

Tab19 1.1 Evaluation Division ReptMr 
Issued as of Planned 

Sector Dec. 31,1984’ for 1985 . ..-.. _-.--- _._- ------ _. --~_-~~..~ 
Agriculture 7 5 ..-.-...- --..- -_~...- ____.._ - .-__,. .-.....- -... . .._ .~ 
Development finance companies 4 4 

Power and water 3 3 _, ._ .._,-.... - _.___.____.-.. .- -__....-. 
Education and health 3 3 “._(_ . ..-.... “.------ .--... ----- ~--.~-.~...~ .-.. -- . --..- __... .-____. . ..___.. 
Transportation 5 5 -- 
OperationaVproQram 1 3 

Total 23 23 

nExcludes periodic reports such as the Division’s annual report. 

As can be seen, the Evaluation Division plans to increase its workload. 
This will include the review of more recently completed projects and a 
greater emphasis on current operating problems and is made possible, in 
part, by the greater number of project completion reports issued by the 
operating divisions. 

AFDH officials stated that many of the evaluations to dqte have been con- 
ducted on early Bank-approved projects completed yesirs ago and that, b 
because the Bank has since changed its policies and pr 

4) 
cedures, the 

Evaluation Division’s recommendations are not alway, applicable. These 
officials believe the Division will have a more positive !effect on their 
work when the “new generation” of projects (those implemented after 
1980) are evaluated. 

Evaluation Division officials believe that they will have a greater effect 
on bank practices as they accumulate more comprehensive single evalu- 
ation reports. These reports can serve as building blocks for sector-wide 
reviews of policies and procedures and will make a significant contribu- 
tion to the general review of policies and procedures in the various sec- 
tors of lending. In the near future, the Division believes it will have a 
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Independent Evaluation Needs to Be 
Strengthened in the Af’rkan 
Development Bank 

greater effect in such areas as agriculture, road transport, and lines of 
credits, in which substantial findings have been amassed on some 
aspects of the project cycle. 

We discussed the effects of evaluation on Bank operations with AFDB 
officials responsible for identifying, preparing, appraising, designing, 
implementing, and supervising programs and projects. Several senior 
officials said that the Evaluation Division can have varying effects on 
their work. For example, we were told that a series of reports on lines of 
credit to development finance companies was valuable because it con- 
tributed to a Bank policy on the subject. Citing the positive impact of 
these reports, the officials believe that the Division’s work is most 
useful when several evaluations are conducted in the same sector, com- 
pared with an individual evaluation. 

One operational department head believed the Division has often raised 
issues needing the attention of AFDB management. For example, the Divi- 
sion was the first to recognize the importance of environmental implica- 
tions in AFDB projects and, as a result, the Bank now has an 
environmental inspector who examines proposed projects to ascertain 
potential environmental implications. Another official believed that the 
Division’s work in the industry and public utility sectors has been 
helpful in the design of future projects. 

Steps’ Taken to Disseminate The Evaluation Division has prepared several documents in addition to 
Evah.ation Results its evaluation reports, to further disseminate evaluation results within 

the Bank so that AFDB staff would have ready access to evaluation 
results, findings, conclusions, and recommendations. As of April 1985, 
the Division issued 19 Abstracts of Evaluation Rep-, 1 to 2 pages in 
length, summarizing the report conclusions, lessons learned, and recom- 
mendations. It had also prepared in draft form, an Annual Report on 
Evaluation and Review of Post Evaluation and Special Studies, (1984) 
which contains on all issued reports a review of the findihgs, conclu- 
sions, and recommendations relating to each stage of the project cycle. 
The Division’s Concordance To Post Evaluation Reports Produced bythe 
Evaluation Division (1982-19841, contains extracts from 20 individual 
post-evaluation reports and was created to facilitate ready access to 
report findings and conclusions. 

To further provide feedback on evaluation activities, Division staff 
attend loan committee meetings on some proposed new projects. 

, 
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Independent Evaluation Needs to Be 
Strengthened ln the African 
Development Bank 

Efforts to Enhance Data 
Collection 

The Evaluation Division has made efforts to improve the collection of 
evaluation data by assisting the operating divisions in formulating a 
standard format for Project Completion Reports. These reports are 
important because they serve as terminal evaluations prepared by and 
for the operating departments and are a critical input for the prepara- 
tion of evaluation reports, The Evaluation Division plans to include pro- 
ject completion reports as an annex to their evaluation reports. 

Ne&d for a More 
Independent 
Ev&luation Unit to 
Asgure Further 
Prqgress 

. 

I . 

I . 

Division officials noted that more improvements on data collection, how- 
ever, need to be made. The Division continues to experience difficulties 
in obtaining data for evaluations because of inadequate staff in bor- 
rowing member countries and, more importantly, because of AFDB'S 
inability to demand and specify to the borrowers the type of evaluation 
data to be generated and retained. Efforts are underway to find the best 
means for the borrowers to collect and retain data for evaluations 
including their more active involvement in AFDB'S evaluation activities 
by consultation and by the participation of Evaluation Division per- 
sonnel in Bank training programs for officials from borrowing countries. 

The Evaluation Division has made progress, but constraints on its effi- 
cient and effective functioning remain. These stem, at least in part, from 
its location in AFDB'S management structure. As a division within a 
department, it cannot readily develop its own working procedures inde- 
pendently of the department in which it is located or of AFDB manage- 
ment at higher levels. For example it has not 

been able to control the use of its personnel, which have been used for 
non-evaluation purposes, thus compounding problems stemming from 
the shortage of evaluation staff, including delaying the completion of 
several evaluations; 
had a direct line of reporting to the Board, which is necessary to assure 
objectivity in reporting and prompt attention to evaluation results; and 
exercised control over nor developed a system for assuring follow-up to 
report recommendations or for reporting to the Board on the status of 
recommendations, A follow-up system is now under consideration. 

Stafr Constraints Redeployment of some of its eight staff members has affected the Evalu- 
ation Division’s work. For example, Division officials said that the com- 
pletion of some reports under the 1982 and 1983 Work Program was 
delayed because two staff members were redeployed to non-evaluation 
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duties for a long period of time. During 1984, one staff member partici- 
pated in a task force to review the AFDB’S human resource requirements, 
one participated in a technical committee to review and make recom- 
mendations to AFDB management on an external consultant’s report on 
financial policies, and one staff member was detailed to work on a publi- 
cation dealing with the Bank’s 20th anniversary. 

This situation only exacerbates the effects of the Division’s personnel 
shortage; for example, to implement the Medium Term Work Plan (1981- 
1983), the Division expected that four additional staff members would 
be assigned but received only one additional person, preventing the 
undertaking of several planned evaluations. 

Although the Evaluation Division has begun to develop sector expertise 
(e.g., lines of credit to development banks) it does not have expertise in 
all of the Bank’s lending sectors or in some specialized areas such as 
telecommunications. Three consultants have been hired since 1984 to 
overcome this shortage in staff expertise, which has enabled projects to 
be evaluated that normally would be beyond the capability and exper- 
tise of the existing staff. Division officials believe that consultants will 
continue to be required. 

An independent status may not resolve staff shortages, but it could help 
to ensure that the effects of such shortages are not compounded by the 
use of evaluation personnel for other duties. 

Line of Reporting to The Evaluation Division lacks a direct line of reporting to the Board of 
lard Executive Directors. It’s reports must be cleared through ‘a number of 

management stages before they are sent to the Board. Such a process 
does not ensure an objective approach to reporting evaluation results 
and, has led to delays in issuing reports to the Board, 

Our previous reports on the evaluation systems of other multilateral 
development banks noted that a primary consideration in establishing 
an effective evaluation system is to ensure that it is independent of the 
bank’s president and other management officials. The system should be 
responsible to the bank’s directors, and ultimately to the board of gover- 
nors, which represents the member governments. Objectivity is an 
extremely important and basic requirement. 

This same problem was noted in the AID-funded 1982 assessment of the 
AFDB'S evaluation system, which recommended that management review 
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of evaluation reports by the Bank’s Programming Committee, chaired by 
the Vice President for Planning and External Relations, be changed so 
that reports go directly to the Board. Bank management and staff, ,how- 
ever, would have time to comment on the report before it was sent to the 
Board and would be encouraged to do so. 

The 1982 assessment cited the delays in issuing reports to the Board of 
Executive Directors as a result of delays in report review by AFDB man- 
agement, and the problem is a continuing one, according to Evaluation 
Division officials. We noted that for 19 post-evaluation reports issued 
from 1982 through 1984, for which data were available, that the 
average time from the start of the evaluation to reportissuance to the 
Board was 12 to 13 months. An average of 8 to 9 months was spent in 
clearing the report from an interdepartmental working group through 
the Programming Committee and the President to the Board of Execu- 
tive Directors. Reports issued in 1984 took an average 10 to 11 months, 
but clearance still took from 6 to 7 months. Evaluation Division officials 
said that delays were also encountered due to difficulties in getting 
reports translated as well as difficulties in scheduling Programming 
Committee meetings to clear reports. 

AFDB management is considering the formation of an independent cen- 
tral evaluation unit directly responsible to the President. Officials have 
not clearly spelled out the line of reporting but have noted that the Pro- 
gramming Committee as a management committee was not an appro- 
priate control mechanism. They stated that once the evaluation unit is 
independent, procedures for clearing evaluation reports could be formu- 
lated to increase output. 

In previous reviews of such evaluation systems, we stated that effective 
discharge of review responsibilities requires that findings and related 
recommendations be promptly reported to the board of executive direc- 
tors, who should have the benefit of the comments of b’ank management 
at the time it considers the reports. Bank management and staff should 
be given a set time to comment on reports before they are sent to the 
board. 

Most important, however, is the need to ensure the objectivity of these 
reports, and thereby the value of their findings and recommendations, 
by having a direct line of reporting to the Board. 
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1Wteco$nmendation Follow-Up 
Systtim 

One of the Evaluation Division’s most important functions is to make 
recommendations to borrowers and management for improving current 
and future operations, programs, and projects. The Bank may not be 
realizing the full benefit of such recommendations, according to Evalua- 
tion Division officials, because there is no mechanism to ensure that rec- 
ommendations are implemented and their status and disposition 
reported to the Board of Directors and Bank management. 

Evaluation reports to the borrower serve an important function by con- 
tributing to dialogue on development issues. Recommend&ions are usu- 
ally intended as suggestions on how to improve project performance. 
Since these recommendations are made after the loan has been dis- 
bursed and the project completed, AFDB has little if any leverage to 
ensure their implementation. Such recommendations, however, could 
form the basis for establishing conditions for future lending. 

After the Board of Directors approves the evaluation reports the oper- 
ating divisions are responsible for implementing the recommendations. 
There is no mechanism to ensure that systematic actions are taken to 
implement recommendations and to report their status and disposition 
to the Board of Directors and management. The Evaluation Division 
does not know the full extent to which its recommendations have been 
addressed nor has it had the authority to independently report on the 
status of recommendations. 

We discussed with Evaluation Division staff the status of recommenda- 
tions contained in 19 post-evaluation reports. Evaluation Division staff 
through various working groups and loan committees concerned with 
reviewing and clearing appraisal reports for new projects and through 
informal contacts with Bank staff, knew the status of recommendations 
contained in 11 reports but not the status of those in the other 8 reports. 

Subsequent to our fieldwork, Evaluation Division officials proposed to 
remedy the lack of a follow-up system by clarifying the respective roles 
of the Division and of AFDB'S Central Projects Unit. The Central Projects 
Unit is under the Vice President for Operations and is responsible for 
coordinating project implementation by the operational departments. 
Under the proposal 

the Central Projects Unit would continue to be responsible for following 
up on recommendations; and 
the Evaluation Division would monitor follow-up actions and prepare 
status reports. Follow-up actions would be reported in the Division’s 
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annual report to be submitted to the Board by the President with a note 
on actions taken and/or proposed to be taken. 

Although the proposal would help to institutionalize a follow-up system, 
we believe that a more fully independent evaluation system would 
better assure the Board and AFDB management of objective reporting on 
the status of recommendations. 

Bwk Initiatives for a 
M&e Independent 
Evpuation System 

There has been a growing recognition by AFDR management of the need 
for a more independent evaluation system. Evaluation was placed in the 
Planning and Research Department under the Vice President for Plan- 
ning and External Relations, and therefore made independent of the 
operating departments but not of management. More recently, AFDB 
management has been considering making the Evaluation Division a 
more independent unit reporting directly to the President, as recom- 
mended by the AID-funded consultant in 1982. Management stated that 
the Evaluation Division, as an independent appraisal function, should be 
given autonomy, like similar functional units in other international orga- 
nizations, and be made directly responsible to the President. 

The Board of Directors has also taken illn increased interest in the evalu- 
ation function. Its oversight of evaluation had been exercised primarily 
through its Operations Committee. In August 1984, the Board decided to 
establish a new committee specifically to follow up on the audit and 
evaluation functions. Some members of the Board, moreover, have cited 
the merits of creating a more fully independent review and evaluation 
system, 

To date, the work plans of the Evaluation Division have been approved 
by management and provided to the Board for information only. Reports b 
are sent to the Board through the President with no line of direct 
reporting. In addition to being independent and having a direct line of 
reporting, an effective evaluation system requires that the Board have a 
definitive role in planning the evaluation work program and in 
reviewing and approving reports and recommendations. 

In February 1985, the Board adopted the terms of reference for the new 
Audit Committee, including a provision that the Committee would sat- 
isfy itself that the evaluation function was adequate and efficient. 
Under the terms of reference, the Committee is to study the evaluation 
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reports and report to the full Board of Directors. The Committee is com- 
posed of six executive directors, including a chairman, appointed by the 
Board and is to meet at least once every quarter. 

At the time of our fieldwork in April 1985, the Audit Committee had 
deferred any action on evaluation activities because of the press of 
other business. In October 1985, according to AFDB officials, the Com- 
mittee began action on evaluation activities, reviewing seven evaluation 
reports. 

Con#lusions We commend AFDB'S initiatives toward making the Evaluation Division 
more independent but believe that there is a need to establish a more 
fully independent evaluation unit in order to improve its utility to both 
management and the Board in applying the lessons which can be learned 
in managing an expanding loan portfolio. The advent of a more indepen- 
dent review and evaluation unit would also be more in keeping with the 
systems of other multilateral development banks and with the Auditing 
and Reporting Standards of the Comptroller General. These standards 
were developed for use by the U.S. executive directors in formulating 
the terms of reference for review and evaluation groups ,in the other 
multilateral development banks. The standards have a basic tenet that: 

“The review system should provide the Bank’s Board of Directors and ulti- 
mately, the Board of Governors with an independent and continuous pro- 
gram of selective reviews of all major programs and activities of the Bank 
and should be responsible to the Bank’s Directors and, ultitnately, to the 
Board of Governors, which represents the member governtients.” 

An independent evaluation unit is essential for ensuring! bank manage- 
ment, governing bodies, and member governments that (1) basic objec- 
tives and criteria in support of development projects an$l programs are 
being met, (2) strengths and weaknesses of completed arhd ongoing activ- 
ities are considered in other projects and programs and in the revision of 
lending policies and procedures, and (3) member county contributions 
and subscriptions are applied effectively. 

At the time of our audit work, no timetable had been set for the Evalua- 
tion Division to be made more independent. AFDB management has begun 
only recently to consider a significant change in the Evaluation Divi- 
sion’s status. As of October 1986, the Audit Committee had just begun to 
exercise its oversight of the evaluation system. 
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Inview, however, of Management and Board recognition of the need for 
a more autonomous evaluation group we believe that now is the appro- 
priate time to initiate steps toward the formation of a fully independent 
evaluation group reporting directly to the Board. 
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i Comments From the Department of the 
Treasury and the Agency for 
Internationail Development 

DEPARTMENT QF THE TREASURY 
WASMINGTON 

-_-__---- --- 
Note: GAO comments 
supplamenting those In the 
report text appear at the 
end of~this appendix. 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

I am responding to your letter of November 22 to 
Assistant Secretary Mulford regarding the draft General 
Accounting Office report entitled African Development 
Bank: The Need For A More Independent Evaluation System 
(GAO Assignment Code 472068). I am also forwarding the 
comments of the Agency for International Development 
as an enclosure with our endorsement. 

The report is a very helpful review of the African 
Development Bank (AFDB) evaluation system at the present 
time. The AFDB evaluation program is relatively new, and 
is undergoing rapid change. 

The recommendations in your report offer a fruitful 
direction toward which the program should move and reflect 
a sophisticated appreciation of the pace of change that 
can realistically be expected. The Evaluation Division 
should eventually be attached to the Board of Directors 
when the purpose and value of the Division's work become 
fully appreciated by the Board. In the interim, direct 
reporting to the AFDB President will do much to eliminate 
the problems which your report identifies. 

I am fully prepared to instruct our Executive Director 
to advance your suggestions forcefully. We appreciate 
the fine work that your agency has done on this subject. 

Sincerely, 

r -I 

9 

7 

J ;g; $gi ‘̂  . ._ _----- 

. Conrow 
Secretary 

Developing Nations 

Mr. Frank C. Conahan 
Director 
National Security and International 

Affairs Division 
united States General Accounting office 
Washington D.C. 20510 

Enclosure 
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AID COMMENTS ON DRAFT GAO REPORT CONCERNING 
AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK’S EVALUATIONS 

Although earlier GAO reports on evaluations in the multilateral 
development banks may have discussed in more detail the theory 
and scope of independent evaluations in the MDBs, we believe 
that the report would benefit from further clarification in the 
following areas: 

-- the appropriate distinction between audit and 
evaluation functions in the MDBs; 

-- the rationale for independent evaluations in the MDBs; 

-- the specific types of rep orts for which the 
evaluations office should be responsible, and which 
(project, program, policy 1 should receive priority. 

In addition, we have the following 

(Draft tranSLitta1 letter) 

specific comments: 

-- Page 1, line 15. Formal independence of the Evaluation 
Division from the operational staff of the Bank should not 
prevent the division from being responsive to Management 
requests for specific types of evaluations, seeking the views 
and reactions to its findings of operational staff (while 
requiring tight deadlines for comment to avoid unnecessary 
delays), and even encouraging input from regular staff to its 
reports. That is, independence should refer essentially to the 
division’s right to make its own judgments without being 
concerned that they will be vetoed or delayed by operational 
staff with a vested interest in the conclusions. 

-- Page 6, line 17. Although it is true that the AfDB 
Evaluation Division wishes to clarify responsibility for 
follow-up on its reports, the Central Projects Unit, which 
would be charged with follow-up under the Evaluation Division’s 
plan, is not enthusiastic about taking on the task, according 
to AID discussions with Bank officials in May 1985. While this 
may have been resolved by now, there appeared to be a 
fundamental difference in views between the two staffs in the 
Bank. Therefore, it will be necessary for the Executive Board 
to watch closely the evolution of the decision process in the 
Bank on how the conclusions of evaluations reports are to be 
implemented. It may be that the Evaluation Division itself, 
some other part of the Bank, should assume this responsibility. 
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See comment 4. 

Ndw on p. 16 

S&3 comment 5. 

Ndw on p, 17. 

comment 6. 

-- Page 3, line 12. While AID did intend, at an earlier 
stage of its planning process, to perform a personnel needs 
assessment for the Bank, this element was dropped at a later 
stage of the development of the AID project. This was done 
because it was determined that the Canadian technical 
assistance, and Bank plans for follow-up on it, would achieve 
the same fundamental goal. However, individual assessments of 
staffing need will be done in response to Bank requests for 
advisors, to determine whether training or recruiting regular 
staff would fill the purpose more effectively than provision of 
an outside expert. Therefore, we ask that this point be 
dropped from the description of AID’s project. 

--Page 16, second full paragraph.. This discussion of the 
problem of obtaining adequate and appropriate data from 
borrower countries to perform accurate evaluations raises the 
broader issue of the necessity for working closely with the 
borrower country as evaluation reports are developed. This is 
critical for two fundamental reasons: (1) it allows borrower 
country officials to familiarize themselves with the types of 
information necessary to the Bank in preparing evaluation 
reports, and (2) it involves the borrower in the development of 
conclusions about the successes and failures of a particular 
project, many of which may reflect as much on the environment 
in the host country as they do on the procedures of the Bank. 

-- Page 19, line 5. Continued use of consultants by the 
Evaluation Division is probably.desirable in certain cases. 
Particularly in areas where the Bank is not particularly active 
(therefore not justifying ongoing expertise in the sector on 
the staff of the Evaluation Division) or for evaluations 
entailing a great deal of time, effort or cross-sectoral 
analysis, it is probably best to contract out the work so that 
evaluations staff can concentrate on routine evaluations in 
sectors where the Bank does most of its lending. 

r2/17/85 

29545 
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The following are GAO comments on the Department of the Treasury 
letter dated January 4, 1986. 

3AO comments 1. Clarifying language on the distinction between audit and evaluation 
functions has been added to page 10. Clarification on the types and pri- 
ority of evaluation reports has been added to page 11 of appendix I. 

2, We agree that such independence should not prevent the Evaluation 
Division from being responsive to the concerns of management and have 
added language to clarify that point on page 1. 

3. As noted in the report the clarification of follow-up responsibilities 
has been proposed by the Evaluation Division. The proposal was made 
subsequent to AID discussions with AFDB officials in May 1986 and is 
part of the report which the Evaluation Division is to submit to the Pres- 
ident and to the Board of Directors as official guidelines and procedures 
for AFDn evaluation activities. 

4. Reference to this portion of the AID project has been deleted. 

72OBH) 

5. We agree and have added language on page 16 noting that part of 
AFDIS efforts to enhance data collection include more active involvement 
of borrowing countries in evaluation. 

6, We agree that consultants will probably continue to be needed. Our 
concern is that the Division be sufficiently independent to assure control 
of its personnel-whether general economists or specialists-for evalu- 
ation purposes. 
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